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The Unknown Rival of the Encyclopédie
The Maurists’ Abandoned Dictionary of 

Arts, Crafts and Sciences
By Linn Holmberg (Umeå)

The early-modern history of science and ideas is full of 
grand books and famous authors. They constitute landmarks 
in the conception of our Western intellectual heritage – a 
chain of contributions that are endlessly revisited, studied 
and commented upon. However, parallel to all these publi-
cations, countless manuscripts never left their authors’ desks 
or drawers. Due to various reasons, intellectual projects were 
abruptly abandoned or simply never finished. Since these 
texts never became official contributions to the Republic of 
Letters, they never became of importance to anyone besides 
the persons involved in their production. In hindsight, they 
might appear as dead-ends, losers or non-events. Neverthe-
less, these works were every bit as much a response and an 
intended contribution to the contemporary conversations as 
the published ones – simply, no one ever read them. This 
article is devoted to such a case. It treats a learned project 
that failed, but which once competed with and was aban-
doned in the shadow of one of the most famous literary en-
terprises in Western intellectual history: the Encyclopédie, 
ou dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des métiers of 
Diderot and d’Alembert (1751–1772).
In 2008 I came across a reference to a hitherto unknown and 
unrealized encyclopedic project in mid-eighteenth-century 
Paris, executed by the Benedictines of the Congregation of 
Saint-Maur (1618–1790), also known as the Maurists. For 
about 260 years, these manuscripts have been overlooked 
by historians, and their history of production has remained 
unknown.1 The article summarizes my ongoing dissertation 
that contextualizes the Maurists’ project within the devel-
opment of the contemporary encyclopedic genre and the 
secularization of the Benedictines’ intellectual activities in 
the age of Enlightenment.2 After a brief introduction to the 
scientific dictionary in eighteenth-century France, followed 
by a presentation of the Maurists and the manuscripts in 
question, I will summarize my findings on the history of the 
project and distinguish its characteristics compared to the 
Encyclopédie and the Jesuits’ Dictionnaire de Trévoux.

The Scientific Dictionary in 
Eighteenth-Century France

The so-called dictionaries of arts and sciences constituted 
a particular lexicographic and encyclopedic genre of the 

eighteenth-century book trade. In contrast to linguistic dic-
tionaries, devoted to the common words of the languages, 
the dictionaries of arts and sciences focused on the termi-
nology of various fields of specialized knowledge. Often 
their explicit ambition was not only to define the words, but 
to describe and explain the sciences and arts themselves.3 
However, in the eighteenth century, “science” did not yet de-
note the natural sciences but rather “knowledge” in general. 
The study of nature was not separated from other kinds of 
inquiry and still had firm ties to theology.4 Consequently, 
the dictionaries of arts and sciences contained a wide variety 
of theoretical and practical knowledge. In their ambition to 
organize and classify their elements and internal relation-
ship, they partook in the international and collective process 
eventually leading to the stabilization and institutionaliza-
tion of the disciplines in the nineteenth century. In sum-
marizing and popularizing different theories and practices 
they also became important media for diffusing information 
on the sciences and arts to a wider audience. Still, during a 
large part of the eighteenth century, there was only limited 
agreement about how these areas should be classified and 
discerned from each other and what a dictionary on arts and 
science should contain.5 The constant presence of theology 
further made this project highly sensitive. In France, this 
was particularly visible.
The history of the French universal dictionaries of arts and 
sciences has sometimes been described in terms of war.6 In 
the course of the eighteenth century, these works grew to 
large-scale commercial projects, published by rivaling book-
sellers and conveying different religious or philosophical 
apologetics. In addition they all built on and revised each 
other, which caused endless accusations of plagiarism. By the 
mid-eighteenth century, the Jesuits’ Dictionnaire de Trévoux 
(1704–1771) had driven its predecessors out of competition 
and emerged as the dominating universal dictionary on arts 
and sciences in the French language. With its explicit Cath-
olic apologetic it would become the perpetual adversary of 
the Encyclopédie, but it was also a source which the encyclopé-
distes used far more than they admitted. From 1751 and for 
two decades onwards, the “battle of the dictionaries” would 
first and foremost feature these two enterprises.7 Against this 
background, the discovery that members of another learned 
community in Paris – the Benedictines of the Congregation of 
Saint-Maur – initiated an encyclopedic project parallel to the 
Encyclopédie, calls for further examination.
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By the mid-eighteenth-century, the scholars of the Congre-
gation of Saint-Maur had produced several hundred pub-
lications, including critical editions of the Church Fathers, 
historical works and methodological treatises related to 
archive studies (such as diplomatics, paleography and the 
dating of sources). Within these areas the Maurists had not 
hesitated to undertake large-scale projects, running over 
several years or even decades and involving several writers 
and printers.8 The Maurists also were the first in France to 
use pre-subscription for financing their projects, starting 
with Dom Bernard de Montfaucon’s illustrated Antiquité ex-
pliquée (15 vols., 1719–1724).9 The Congregation’s intellectu-
al, religious and political center was located in the Parisian 
abbey of Saint-Germain-des-Prés, situated on the left bank 
of Seine and only a block away from the encyclopédistes’ 
favorite coffee house, Le Procope. The abbey was the home 
of some of the most prominent savants and writers of the 
Congregation, transferred to the capital from the monaster-
ies across the country. The abbey also possessed one of the 
largest libraries and manuscript collections in France and 
constituted an international meeting place for scholars in-
terested in history.10 This was the environment in which the 
dictionary project was executed.
In early 1747, Dom Jacques Fortet briefly noted in his an-
nual report regarding the Congregation’s intellectual activ-
ities that two scholars in the abbey of Saint-Germain-des-
Prés – Dom Antoine-Joseph Pernety (1716–1796) and Dom 
François de Brézillac (1709–1780) – “currently are working 
on a universal dictionary on the liberal and mechanical arts, 
the crafts and all the sciences with any relation to them”.11 
The same year, Diderot and d’Alembert were appointed edi-
tors of the embryonic Encyclopédie. However, while the dic-
tionary of the philosophes later would become a controver-
sial but successful best-seller and the most famous medium 
of Enlightenment thought, the Benedictines never finished 
or published their dictionary. Eventually, the manuscripts 
were put aside in the monastery library and were forgotten.

The Maurists’ Dictionary Manuscripts

In 1795 all the manuscripts stored in the abbey of Saint-Ger-
main-des-Prés came into the possession of the newly found-
ed national library, today Bibliothèque nationale de France 
(BnF). According to the library’s historical documentation, 
the dictionary material arrived in two large portfolios, num-
bered 455 and 457. This suggests that a third piece – portfolio 
456 – was missing. In the 1850s the material was divided in 
smaller parts and bound in hard-back volumes. During this 
process several texts were radically edited into collages.12 As 
a result, a contemporary reader encounters a well-organized 
material, which at first glance might appear as an integrated 
whole. It is therefore important to remember that its current 
form neither corresponds to the totality of what the monks 
actually wrote, nor to the state in which it was abandoned.
The preserved manuscripts consist of six volumes in-folio.13 
The first five volumes are composed of article texts, both 
thematically and alphabetically organized. The first volume 
has been labeled “Agriculture”, the second “Natural history, 
mechanical arts and diverse crafts”, the third “Natural histo-
ry”, the fourth “Beginning of a dictionary on mathematics, 
physics, arts and crafts”, and the fifth “Medicine”.14 Each vol-
ume start from A but the length of the alphabetical range 
varies, that is, some go all the way to Z while others end ear-
lier. Together they contain about 7 000 articles and nearly 
200 illustrations, but there are several indications of missing 
pieces (probably originally placed in the missing third port-
folio). The sixth volume labeled “Index” consists of different 
working lists compiled alongside the work with the articles. 
Here one finds inventories of preceding universal dictio-
naries, catalogues of illustrations to copy from other works, 
thematic organizations of terms, and lists of used literature.15 
The manuscripts contain no explicit information about the 
identity or the number of the writers. The documentation of 
the BnF suggests that the portfolios were labeled “material 
for a dictionary of arts and sciences by Dom Antoine-Jo-
seph Pernety” when they arrived, which means that they had 
been attributed to Pernety (who later became in charge of 
the work) by the Maurist archivists in the abbey of Saint-
Germain-des-Prés.16 Furthermore, the manuscripts contain 
no preface or final title. Some texts are working drafts with 
marginal notes, scribbles and crossed-out sections, while 
others are cleanly rewritten copies. On the basis of refer-
ences to the current year and the use of literature published 
after these dates, the parts can be arranged in an internal 
order of production. Some texts then appear to have been 
deliberately abandoned in an early stage, while others simply 
were left frozen in progress as the project fizzled out. Con-
sequently, the totality of this material cannot be studied in 
the same way as a published, finished dictionary. It must be 
approached as a dictionary “in the making”. Therefore, the 
study of the content is intimately connected to its history of 
manufacture.

1 One of the volumes of the Maurists’ dictionary manuscripts 
(BnF. Ms. Fr. 16980).
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Searching the Origins of the Project

The first time I opened the volumes to the Maurists’ dictio-
nary manuscripts, I knew nothing more about their context 
of production than what had been provided in the short 
statement of Dom Fortet in 1747. When months of searching 
through the sources of the Congregation proved fruitless, I 
decided to try another entrance: the book trade. If Pernety 
and Brézillac ever intended to publish their dictionary, col-
laboration with a bookseller would have been necessary. The 
contemporary regulations of the Parisian book trade forbade 
unauthorized sales of literature and the license was granted 
to the publisher, not to the author.17 So with whom could 
the two monks have been working? Here the observations of 
Fortet provide some clues.
Fortet starts his report by announcing that Pernety and 
Brézillac just have published a translation of the German 
philosopher Christian Wolff ’s abridged “universal course 
in mathematics” (Elementa matheseos universae, 1713–1715). 
However, Fortet emphasizes that it is not question of “a sim-
ple translation”.18 The two monks have added several treatis-
es and such a number of observations and clarifications that 
it rather constitutes a new course in mathematics. He then 
declares that the same authors are currently occupied with a 
universal dictionary.
Wolff ’s Cours de mathématique (3 vols.) was published in 
the early spring of 1747 by the bookseller Charles-Antoine 
Jombert (1712–1784).19 Jombert was the owner of a bookstore 
specialized in illustrated works on sciences and arts for en-
gineers and the military. His collection primarily focused on 
the physico-mathematical sciences and the mechanical arts, 
but included titles on the humanities.20 His home also func-
tioned as a salon for those interested in literature on scienc-
es and arts, and was frequently visited by Parisian novelists, 
aristocrats, statesmen, painters and philosophers.21

Jombert had obtained the license for Wolff ’s Course in 
mathematics together with nine other works in 1743. Among 
these one finds another translation of a physico-mathemat-
ical work of Wolff: his Vollständiges Mathematisches Lexicon 
(1734).22 From 1743 and onwards, the translations of both 
the Lexicon and the Course are indicated as “in progress” in 
advertisements printed in books sold from Jombert’s store, 
and in both cases the translators are anonymous.23 In fact, 
Pernety and Brézillac were anonymous as translators of the 
Cours de mathématique. The title page simply announced 
that it was “translated and considerably augmented by Dom 
*** of the Congregation of Saint-Maur”, and the monks’ 
achievement was not officially acknowledged until in the 
mid-1750s.24

In 1746 Jombert announced in an advertisement that the 
translation of Wolff ’s Lexicon would also be “considerably 
augmented” and supplied with a multitude of figures. The 
project was presented as “New dictionary of mathematics 
and physics and all the areas based on them, where one treats 
the origin, development and principles of the sciences, and 

the method of acquiring sufficient knowledge to discuss and 
apply them correctly in short time […]”.25 Thus, by this time, 
it was no longer a question of merely a translation. Jombert 
rather described a project with an illustrated dictionary of 
mathematics, physics and the related arts, crafts and scienc-
es, based on Wolff ’s Lexicon.
Among the Maurists’ manuscripts one finds an unfinished 
draft preliminary called “Dictionary of mathematics, phys-
ics, arts and crafts”.26 Towards the end of the manuscript the 
current year is stated as 1747.27 However, in the beginning 
the year is implied to be 1746, which suggests that it was con-
temporary to Jombert’s advertisement.28 The articles only 
reach ALL- before the draft is interrupted, but within this 
alphabetical span, the majority of the articles from Wolff ’s 
Vollständiges Mathematisches Lexicon have been translated.29 
The margins often contain notes on accompanying illustra-
tions, of which several are drawn from Wolff ’s dictionary 
(see fig. 2). The monks have also constructed hundreds of 
additional articles by using journals, other dictionaries and 
specialized monographs.30 
The draft suggests that Pernety and Brézillac were the com-
pilers of Jombert’s new dictionary on physics and mathemat-
ics and the related arts, crafts and sciences, based on Wolff ’s 
Lexicon.31 The manuscript reveals large ambitions, approach-
ing the ones of the contemporary universal dictionaries of 
arts and sciences. In the Index volume one even finds an 

2 Two articles translated from Wolff ’s Lexicon. Next to “Aiguil-
le hygrométrique” (Hygrometric needle), “pl. fig” (for “planche, 
figure”) has been noted in the margin. The Maurist writer then 
describes the illustration occurring in Wolff ’s Lexicon (“Acus hy-
grometra”, p. 21) in an identical manner. (BnF. Ms. Fr. 16982, fol. 
76v).
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extensive inventory of the nomenclature of the Jesuits’ Dic-
tionnaire de Trévoux.32 So what kind of project did the Mau-
rists and Jombert have in mind?

Competition with the Embryonic 
Encyclopédie

Very few manuscripts concerning Jombert’s editorial activi-
ties have been preserved. However, there is one of particular 
interest to the history of the Maurists’ project: a letter writ-
ten by the bookseller himself and addressed to the Chan-
cellor of France, the official in charge of the promulgation 
of the printing licenses. The document is non-dated and 
the name of the Chancellor is not specified, but it has been 
placed in a volume labeled “the book trade under Mr. de 
Malesherbes”.33 Chrétien de Lamoignon de Malesherbes did 
not become Chancellor until in December 1750, which im-
plies the assumption that the letter was compiled after this 
date.34 However, the content suggests that it was written in 
1746 – and that it concerns the work of the Maurists.35

Jombert presents the work as a large-scale enterprise in 
which he has invested a lot of time and money. He calls it “a 
Dictionary on mathematics and physics and all the sciences 
and arts that depend thereof, and which properly speaking is 
a Universal Dictionary”.36 He talks about the authors in plu-
ral, but without revealing their names. He asserts that they 
have been working on “assembling all the necessary materi-
al for nearly three years”,37 since the license was obtained in 
1743.38 When describing the preparatory work he mentions 
that he has ordered several translations of foreign works 
with the intention of including their content in the dictio-
nary. Among these he names Wolff ’s Course in mathematics 
and the Lexicon, “whose plan and method has been followed 
and which serve as base and foundation for this project”.39 
The enterprise is thus portrayed as something more than a 
translation – something independent and new – which cor-
responds with how Wolff ’s works are used in the Maurists’ 
draft.
Jombert then proceeds to the main reason for the letter. He 
informs the Chancellor that ”he has been dismayed to learn 
that […] some of his colleagues just have obtained a new 
license for a Dictionary in just about the same style as his, 
even though it originally was supposed to be nothing but 
a simple translation of the Encyclopedia of Chambers”.40 
Jombert thus describes the embryonic Encyclopédie.
The bookseller André Le Breton first applied for the license 
to translate Chambers Cyclopaedia or an Universal Dictio-
nary of Arts and Sciences in February 1745.41 After recurrent 
disagreements with the initial translators Mills and Sellius, 
the project was interrupted a couple of months later and the 
license was withdrawn in August. In October Le Breton as-
sociated himself with the booksellers Briasson, Durand and 
David in order to continue the work together and make a 

revised and considerably augmented translation. On 21 Jan-
uary 1746 the Chancellor granted them a new license, this 
time for an Encyclopédie ou dictionnaire universel des arts 
et des sciences, “translated from the English dictionaries of 
Chambers and Harris, with additions”. 42 This was the first 
time that the work was portrayed as a combined translation 
of two English scientific dictionaries and with an unspeci-
fied amount of additions. From now on it could accurately 
be described as something more than a simple translation 
of Chambers.43 Thus, this must have been the development 
which Jombert refers to.
Jombert asserts that the booksellers associated with the En-
cyclopédie have “heard about the advertisement of his own 
project and now want to oppose the publication of his Pro-
spectus”.44 As earlier mentioned, an advertisement printed in 
one of the books sold from Jombert’s store had briefly pre-
sented the project in 1746.45 Considering that the merchants 
of the Parisian book trade all knew each other or even were 
related (Jombert and Le Breton were second cousins), it is 
not unlikely that the two teams were made aware of each 
other’s plans about the same time.46 However, no document 
found so far can support that the booksellers of the Ency-
clopédie actually wanted to stop the publication of Jombert’s 
prospectus, or that he at this point in time was about to 
publish one.47 Nevertheless, the two projects shared several 
common denominators that distinguished them from the 
preceding universal dictionaries in the French language.
Firstly, both started as French translations of foreign dictio-
naries – one English and the other German – which empha-
sized the role of mathematics, the technical arts and experi-
mental physical sciences. In France, the previous dictionaries 
on arts and sciences mainly had been revised and enlarged 
editions of Antoine Furetière’s more language-based Dic-
tionnaire universel (1691).48 Secondly, both intended to in-
clude additions from other works, which transformed them 
to new creations with similar ingredients. Thirdly, both 
projects aspired to include technical illustrations, which 
was unprecedented among the French universal dictionar-
ies. Illustrations were also a specialty of Jombert. With all 
this in mind it would not be surprising if Le Breton and his 
colleagues really did consider the project of Jombert as a po-
tential threat – at least at this early stage of planning. Abbé 
Gua de Malves was not officially appointed editor in charge 
until in June 1746, and Diderot and d’Alembert did not take 
his place until in October 1747.49 Certainly, the embryonic 
Encyclopédie posed a threat to Jombert, and in contrast to his 
four colleagues, he managed the expenses alone.
Jombert demands of the Chancellor that limits should be 
prescribed for the rivals’ planned additions, based on the ar-
gument that he had obtained the initial license first (in 1743 
compared to 1745), that “his” work is in a far more advanced 
state and that he is more well-equipped to execute this kind 
of enterprise, since his entire collection is specialized on sci-
ences and arts.50 Unfortunately there is no preserved answer 
from the Chancellor. However, judging by the subsequent 
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events it is quite obvious that Jombert did not get his desired 
response.
Sometime in late 1747, possibly early 1748, the draft of the 
Maurists was abandoned and the collaboration with Jombert 
seemingly interrupted.51 The bookseller then associated 
himself with the engineer Alexandre Saverien who in 1753 
published a universal dictionary of mathematics and phys-
ics.52 Judging by the title as well as the description given by 
the prospectus published in 1749,53 this was the continuation 
of the work first initiated by the Maurists. However, while 
the first draft of the monks contains over 400 articles with-
in the alphabetical span A–ALL, the dictionary of Saverien 
only has fifty-one.54 The reduction of the large-scale project 
described to the Chancellor in 1746 could be understood as 
commercial strategy. It is plausible that Jombert gradually 
realized that he did not have the means to compete with the 
rivaling project of his colleagues by going bigger – but he 
could go smaller in hoping to attract the readers who could 
not afford subscribing to the Encyclopédie.55

However, the Benedictines did not stop working on a dictio-
nary of arts, crafts and sciences. In contrast to Jombert, they 
chose to expand the scope of content. The handwritings of 
the manuscripts also indicate that Brézillac left the project in 
an early stage, but that Pernety was accompanied by two to 
seven additional unidentified writers.56

The Continuation of a Dictionary of 
Arts, Crafts and Sciences

While the first draft stated the year to be 1747, the succeeding 
manuscripts contain dates from 1748 and onwards. In two 
articles on the military arts, Pernety speaks of “the present 
war of 1748”.57 Later on there are references to literature pub-
lished in 1749, 1750 and 1751, which indicate the project’s pro-
gression.58 According to the biographical yearbook France 
littéraire, Pernety was still working on “a dictionary of arts 
and crafts” in 1754 and 1755.59 The year after he was reported 
working on something else.60 It seems therefore likely that 
the project was abandoned sometime between 1755 and 1756. 
Due to the lack of sources, one can only speculate why. It 
is possible that the monks had trouble finding a bookseller 
willing to financially engage in a large-scale encyclopedic 
project in the backwash of the Encyclopédie, or that it just 
turned out to be too large an enterprise to realize.
The new manuscripts contain many novel elements. One of 
the most striking differences is the complete lack of refer-
ences to Wolff. There is no doubt that this work constituted 
a new project. However, there are still similarities in proce-
dure and focus that indicate that the monks continued in the 
spirit of their collaboration with Jombert. Firstly, the man-
uscripts contain about 200 illustrations depicting technical 
arts and crafts, copied from different works.61 Catalogues 
in the index volume further indicate that an additional 300 

illustrations were planned at the time for the project’s aban-
donment.62 Thus, the monks continued to have a practical 
approach, focusing on describing and explaining the things 
and the practices themselves and not only defining the 
meanings of the words. Secondly, the interest in the phys-
ico-mathematical sciences and the technical arts and utile 
crafts remained, but the scope of content was broadened to 
natural history, medicine and agriculture.
The manuscripts written by Pernety (gathered in volume 
two) treat flora and fauna, mathematics and physics, and a 
multitude of various practical arts, crafts and industries.63 
The three remaining dictionary volumes, written by the un-
identified additional collaborators, reveal a more distinct 
thematic division. In these manuscripts Pernety functions 
as editor. He has inserted comments or instructions in the 
margins, corrected the language or added indications of ac-
companying illustrations.64 The volume labeled “Medicine” 
contains articles treating pathology (different diseases, syn-
dromes and treatments), anatomy and surgery (procedures 
and instruments), chemistry (substances, processes and 
equipment), alchemy and hermetic philosophy, botany and 
pharmacy.65 The volume “Natural history” contains articles 
solely occupied with exotic animals, plants, trees, fruits and 
precious stones.66 The volume “Agriculture” treats animal 
husbandry, breeding, agriculture, gardening and vinicul-
ture.67

Distinguishing the Logic of the 
Maurists’ project

The Maurists’ dictionary material may not contain an expli-
catory preface, a philosophical program or an elaborate tree 
of knowledge, but the manuscripts are not without order or 
implicit ideas about the relationship between different fields 
of knowledge. One way to expose this logic is by means of 
comparisons.
Plagiarism was intrinsic to the encyclopedic and lexico-
graphic genre in the eighteenth century. The dictionaries on 
arts and science did not aspire to present new knowledge but 
to summarize the best theories and books. Therefore, in con-
structing a new dictionary, already existing ones commonly 
served as models. For instance, Jacques Proust concludes 
that “all the articles of the Encyclopédie, even the most origi-
nal ones, are partly based on borrowed material. Sometimes 
they are nothing more than long citations placed after each 
other, with or without reference to a source”.68 The novelty of 
a dictionary was not necessarily confined to its content, but 
rather to its use and organization of other texts. As it turns 
out, the Jesuits’ Dictionnaire de Trévoux played a central role 
for both the Maurists and the encyclopédistes in the manu-
facture of their own works.
Marie Leca-Tsiomis characterizes the difference between 
the Encyclopédie and the Dictionnaire de Trévoux in terms 
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of “encyclopedism” and “lexicographic universalism”. The 
latter is described as a “voracious collecting” where every 
word and derivative variation suffice to expand the bulk of 
the dictionary.69 This corresponds to the procedure of the 
Jesuits in elaborating the succeeding editions of the Trévoux. 
In contrast, the encyclopédistes “choose […] cut, classify, 
sort, include or exclude” when using the nomenclature of 
the Trévoux.70 Leca-Tsiomis concludes that “the encyclope-
dic nomenclature derives from a logic other than the one of 
accumulation”,71 which can be seen in a detailed comparison 
of a limited alphabetical section.
For instance, in the Dictionnaire de Trévoux (4th edn., 1743) 
the section AB–ABY contains 238 terms.72 The Encyclopédie 
has 208, of which 146 can also be found in the Trévoux. The 
encyclopédistes thus have excluded 92 terms, most of which 
are obsolete words and derivative variations. They have add-
ed 62 terms, which concern all areas of knowledge. However, 
the articles of the Encyclopédie are at all times considerably 
lengthier than in the Trévoux.73

Since the Maurists’ dictionary material does not constitute a 
finished product (and parts of the original manuscripts are 
missing), it defies an absolute quantitative comparison with 
the Trévoux and the Encyclopédie. However, by studying the 
monks’ inventory of the articles of interest in the Trévoux 
(1743), this incompleteness can be compensated. In the sec-
tion AB–ABY, the Maurists’ inventory enumerates 79 terms. 
The monks are thus far more selective than the encyclopé-
distes. Among the 159 exclusions one finds obsolete terms, 
derivative variations, words of the everyday language and 
proper names – but there also is a consistent exclusion of 
certain areas of knowledge. All terms on religion, metaphys-
ics, moral philosophy, customs, jurisprudence and politics 
are systematically omitted.
The 79 selected terms concern mathematics, physics, me-
chanical arts, music, astronomy, natural history, navigation 
and life at sea, artillery and warfare, heraldry, ancient units 
of measurements and currency, gardening and agriculture, 
hunting, falconry and animal breeding, medicine, anatomy, 
surgery, pharmacy, chemistry, alchemy and hermetic phi-
losophy, architecture, sculpture and painting, carpentry and 
masonry, mining and the steel industry, plumbing, sewing 
and pottery, the commerce of wood, meat, pastry, spices, etc. 
A closer look at the content of the Trévoux shows that the 
inventory only omits six terms belonging to the categories 
enumerated above (the omissions of derivative variations 
excluded).74 However, four of these exist as written articles,75 
which means that only two terms actually remained unno-
ticed. The inventory thus exposes a systematic and consis-
tent pattern of selection and exclusion, corresponding to the 
scope of content in the article volumes. Therefore, despite 
the indications of missing texts and the incompleteness of 
the project, a combined study of the working lists and the 
preserved manuscripts allows to form an idea about the dic-
tionary the Maurists were making.
By excluding meanings of everyday language, the Maurists’ 

connected to the idea of a “hard-word” dictionary, in line 
with the English works of Harris and Chambers.76 However, 
the exclusion of religious, moral, legal and political subjects 
constitutes a departure from the older and contemporary 
works. From the first Dictionnaire universel of Furetière to 
the Encyclopédie of Diderot and d’Alembert, religion, politics 
and moral philosophy had a given place – and it constitut-
ed a continuous source of controversy. When the Huguenot 
Henri Basnage de Beauval published a revised edition of 
Furetière’s dictionary in 1701, he had excluded all original re-
marks regarding the supremacy of the Catholic Church and 
the heretic nature of Protestantism.77 This enraged the Pari-
sian Jesuits who immediately announced the ongoing work 
with a new dictionary, “purged from everything that one has 
inserted contrary to the Catholic religion”.78 The first edition 
of the Dictionnaire de Trévoux (1704) was a Catholic edi-
tion of Basnage de Beauval’s Protestant edition of Furetière, 
and its publication launched a two-decade long quarrel in 
the contemporary journals with accusations of plagiarism 
and heresy. The second and enlarged edition of the Trévoux 
eventually drove the Protestant edition out of competition 
(the last was published in 1727). Then, when the Encyclopédie 
entered the scene, the controversy flared once again and the 
Jesuits accused the encyclopédistes for “incompetence […] 
steeling articles, heresy, irreligiosity and impiety”.79

Against the background of the religious quarrels accom-
panying the dictionaries on arts and sciences, it is possible 
that the Maurists’ exclusions were a way of avoiding further 
controversy. Nevertheless, the result of these omissions is an 
actual separation of religion, morality and politics from the 
realm of other arts and sciences. In fact, in 7 000 articles, 
God is only mentioned three or four times. Compared to 
the Dictionnaire de Trévoux, where a quote from the Scrip-
ture appears in every other article, this absence is highly re-
markable. If anything, the monks employ an abstract deistic 
language, simply referring to “the intelligent structure of 
nature” or the “author of nature”.80 The philosopher Martine 
Groult partly defines the novelty of the Encyclopédie as “lib-
erating encyclopedism from a religious point of departure”81 
by making the human faculties the organizing principle for 
all kind of knowledge – even the knowledge about God. By 
separating religion from the other arts, crafts and sciences, 
the Maurists too, in their way, detached encyclopedism from 
a religious point of departure.

A Monastic Reflection of the French 
Enlightenment

It is impossible to say how the dictionary of the Maurists 
would have turned out if it had ever been published. A crit-
ical reader could easily discard the unfinished manuscripts 
as never standing a chance against the Encyclopédie; as never 
coming close to its magnitude, philosophical sharpness or 
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political edge. However, we already know that the Maurists’ 
project failed. This work never became of importance to their 
contemporaries, and if it does become important retrospec-
tively, it is because it displays the contours of a new kind of 
dictionary – albeit unfinished and fragmentary – choosing 
other limits and clusters of knowledge than the contempo-
rary dictionaries on the French market. Even though there is 
no preface explaining the Maurists’ choices, the choices are 
there – visible, systematic and consistent. The manuscripts 
also contain elements often described as novel to the parallel 
enterprise of Diderot and d’Alembert. The Benedictines ex-
press the same strong interest in mathematics, experimental 
physics, utile arts, crafts and manufactures and they share 
the same ambition of wanting to explain their elements and 
practices with technical illustrations.82

The initial work based on Wolff, described in the letter of 
Jombert and illustrated in the first draft, further accentu-
ates the important role of foreign dictionaries focused on 
the physico-mathematical sciences in the development of 
the encyclopedic genre in France. Considering the simul-
taneousness of the two projects, these similarities indicate 
a general trend within encyclopedic writing. When the 
Encyclopédie is considered alone, it is easy to interpret its 
novelties as a result of the geniuses of the philosophes. The 
Maurists’ project thus provides a new context to the Ency-
clopédie. The manuscripts may not constitute the same torch 
of Enlightenment, but they reflect many of its ideas and val-
ues: the centrality of reason before religion and tradition, the 
encouragement of human curiosity, the belief in progress by 
diffusing knowledge about the most productive and utile 
arts, crafts and sciences – and all permeated by an increas-
ing secularization. While the Jesuits conducted an explicit 
Catholic apologetic with the ambition of refuting heresy, im-
morality and irreligiosity, and the Encyclopédie turned into 
a machine de guerre towards superstition and the dogmas 
of the Church, the Maurists chose a non-confrontational 
third path by excluding religion, metaphysics, morality and 
politics all together. Thus, even though the dictionary of the 
Maurists never left the writing atelier of the abbey of Saint-
Germain-des-Prés, this failing project provides new insights 
into the development of the encyclopedic genre and the ap-
proach to knowledge in the eighteenth century, at the same 
time as it gives a glimpse of the Enlightenment culture in a 
learned monastic community.
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